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Abstract A variety of models have been suggested

for the cross-sectional shape and dimensions of

cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). Although many stud-

ies report measurements of CNC width (from trans-

mission electron microscopy, TEM) and height (from

atomic force microscopy, AFM), few have measured

both cross-sectional dimensions for the same CNC

sample and the same particles. Previous work has

demonstrated that the TEM width is approximately

twice the AFM height, a result that was explained by

lateral aggregation of CNCs. Here we examine this

question in more detail by measuring both CNC width

and height by a single technique, AFM. The ability to

measure both cross-sectional dimensions was facili-

tated by several factors: access to a fractionated CNC

sample with few agglomerated particles, AFM imag-

ing at low applied force with a small, nominal probe

radius and in situ calibration of the AFM probe radius

using co-deposited gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). Two

sizes of AuNPs provided optimal calibration of the tip

radius and allowed internal validation of the approach.

The results show that the CNC width/height ratio

covers a relatively wide range with a larger variation

in width than height. The ratios indicate that approx-

imately a third of the particles adsorb with their shorter

cross-sectional side on the surface. A fraction of CNCs

(28%) have an approximately symmetric cross-section

whereas the remainder are asymmetric with one axis

that is 2–3 times longer than the other. The results are

consistent with a combination of laterally aggregated

CNCs that cannot be resolved as individual particles

and CNC particles that are comprised of multiple

crystallites. This has important implications for

applications in which the particle length/cross-section

determines the CNC properties.
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Introduction

Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are generated from a

renewable natural resource and their novel properties,

facile surface modification, increasing commercial

production and anticipated minimal toxicity have led

to many potential applications (Eichhorn 2011;

Klemm et al. 2011; Moon et al. 2011; Shatkin et al.

2014; Jorfi and Foster 2015; Thomas et al. 2018;

Dufresne 2019). Measurement of CNC particle size

distributions requires reproducible methods to dis-

perse the dry material and methods to minimize

particle agglomeration/aggregation for microscopy

measurements (Davis et al. 2015; Foster et al. 2018).

While characterizing a CNC certified reference mate-

rial (‘‘CNCD-1’’, National Research Council Canada,

produced by sulfuric acid hydrolysis of softwood

pulp), we optimized methods to measure particle size

distributions by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This work

showed that the mean AFM height of individual CNCs

was approximately half the TEM width (Brinkmann

et al. 2016; Jakubek et al. 2018; Mazloumi et al. 2018).

This result was of interest since models for CNCs

derived from wood pulp indicate that the CNC cross-

section has two axes with similar dimensions (Moon

et al. 2011). It was hypothesized that the difference

between TEM width and AFM height was due to a

higher degree of lateral aggregation of CNCs after

deposition for TEM and/or an inability to detect CNC

aggregation by AFM due to tip convolution effects.

There are very few studies in which both AFM height

and TEM width have been measured for the same

sample of CNCs. In one case, CNCs derived from

cotton were shown to have an asymmetric cross-

section with width and height of 27 nm and 7.3 nm,

respectively, a result that was attributed to aggregation

of elementary crystallites (Elazzouzi-Hafraoui et al.

2008). Several other studies have measured TEM

width and AFM height for CNCs from a range of

plant-based cellulose sources and observed that the

height was typically smaller than the width, with the

difference ranging from & 20% to & 200% (Brito

et al. 2012; Meng et al. 2017). In another example

AFM was used to measure both width and height for

wood pulp CNCs; the width was approximately 20%

larger than the height. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the only example in which particle size

distributions for both width and height were measured

at the single particle level (Postek et al. 2011).

However, asymmetric cross sections that are hypoth-

esized to reflect the presence of multiple crystallites

per particle have been reported from ensemble mea-

surements using small angle neutron scattering

(SANS) (Cherhal et al. 2015; Uhlig et al. 2016;

Azzam et al. 2020). Note that herein we use the term

CNC to refer to the observed particles, independent of

whether they are comprised of multiple crystallites.

Recently, we had applied previously optimized

multi-detector asymmetrical-flow field-flow fraction-

ation (MD-AF4) methods to fractionate CNCD-1

(Mukherjee and Hackley 2017; Chen et al. 2020).

Multiple fractions were analyzed by both AFM and

TEM, with a focus on correlating the AF4 data with

microscopy measurements of particle size (Chen et al.
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2020). The results demonstrate that it is possible to

obtain fractionated CNC samples that contain very

few clusters (over 90% being single CNCs for the first

AF4 fraction based on AFM measurements), com-

pared to the initial suspension prior to fractionation.

This indicates that the aggregation that is detected by

microscopy reflects a combination of pre-existing

aggregates in the initial suspension and clusters that

form during the sample deposition process. However,

the average CNC width (7.5 nm) measured by TEM

for this sample containing primarily individual CNC

particles is still approximately twice the average AFM

height (3.2 nm), as observed previously for the

unfractionated sample (CNCD-1 (Jakubek et al.

2018)). The length distribution is different as mea-

sured by AFM and TEM, which suggests that the

sample deposition process or grid-induced CNC

clustering for TEM affects the measured CNC size

distribution.

The difference between AFM height and TEM

width for CNCs may be attributed to either an

asymmetric cross-section or to agglomeration of

CNCs that is not readily detectable by either imaging

method. It was important to understand this factor for

interpretation of results from an interlaboratory com-

parison that employed AFM and TEM methods to

measure CNC particle size distributions (Bushell et al.

2020; Meija et al. 2020). Addressing the source of this

asymmetry requires that width and height be measured

for the same particles by one of the two methods. TEM

of CNCs is challenging due to low contrast, even after

staining, as illustrated in recent reviews and inter-

laboratory comparison data (Stinson-Bagby et al.

2018; Meija et al. 2020); hence the option of using

3D TEM (Majoinen et al. 2014) seemed unlikely to

resolve the issue. Therefore, we exploited our previous

success in minimizing CNC aggregation using a

fractionated sample and combined this with AFM

imaging at low applied force and with a smaller

(nominal) AFM tip radius for the best possible

resolution. Accurate width and height measurements

by AFM require that the measured width be corrected

for AFM tip convolution effects. This can be accom-

plished by using an internal calibration standard (e.g.,

gold nanoparticles, AuNPs) for in-situ calibration of

the AFM tip radius and to monitor changes in tip size.

The measured width of individual CNCs can then be

calculated using this AFM tip radius. Garcia et al.

(Garcia et al. 1997) developed a mathematical

procedure that was subsequently realized experimen-

tally by Rowlen et al. (Ramirez-Aguilar and Rowlen

1998) for determining the tip radius of an asymmet-

rical AFM probe by using relatively large (silica, 150

nm) and mid-sized (polystyrene, 50 nm) spherical

nanoparticles. It was pointed out that this approach

works best when the calibration sphere size is similar

to the tip size (Ramirez-Aguilar and Rowlen 1998).

An earlier study (Postek et al. 2011) used in situ tip

calibration standards to measure the size of CNCs by

AFM. They analyzed the height and width distribution

of 10 nm diameter AuNPs and calculated the AFM tip

diameter by subtracting the mean height from the

mean apparent width assuming an aspect ratio of unity

for the AuNPs. Here, we used a similar approach but

with two sizes of gold nanoparticles (nominal diam-

eters of 5 nm and 10 nm) for assessment of the tip

radius, in order to fully cover the range of possible

sizes of AFM probes used in the CNC imaging

experiments. AuNPs and quantum dots have been

extensively studied by AFM and shown to be appro-

priate for assessing tip size and structure (Vesenka

et al. 1993; Taaties et al. 1999; Ebenstein et al. 2002).

The use of stable low force imaging is an important

prerequisite for this work, in order to maintain image

quality and minimize changes in the tip with imaging.

This facilitates collection of a sufficient number of

images to measure width and height for a statistically

relevant number of CNCs. In our study, we have

imaged fractionated CNCs with the two sizes of co-

deposited AuNPs on freshly prepared poly-L-lysine

coated mica. The AFM tip radius calculated from one

size of AuNPs is validated with the second size of

AuNPs before it is applied for CNC width calculation.

A square or rectangular shape of the CNC cross-

section is applied in our study as previous studies do

not indicate a spherical cross-section for CNCs (Moon

et al. 2011). The results indicate that one-third of the

CNCs in the fractionated samples have approximately

symmetrical cross-sections, in agreement with most

models for the structure of the primary crystallite,

whereas others are comprised of two or three laterally

aggregated crystallites.
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Materials and methods

Materials

CNC was a National Research Council Canada

certified reference material, (CNCD-1, www.nrc.ca/

crm) that was produced by sulfuric acid hydrolysis of

softwood pulp, followed by neutralization with

sodium hydroxide and spray-drying. CNC was dis-

persed at 2% mass fraction in deionized water (18.2

MX cm at 25 �C) using a previously reported protocol

(Jakubek et al. 2018). Suspensions were sonicated

with a total energy of 5000 J/g (130 W Cole Parmer

ultrasonic processor, EW-04714-50, with a � inch

probe), stored at & 5 �C and diluted prior to use. The

hydrodynamic diameter was measured by dynamic

light scattering (DLS, 0.05% mass fraction in 5 mmol/

L NaCl) using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Pana-

lytical, Westborough, MA, USA) to verify that the

dispersion properties were consistent with previous

reports (Jakubek et al. 2018). All sample preparation

and dilutions used deionized water1.

Asymmetrical-flow field-flow fractionation

This study utilized an AF4 system with an Eclipse3?

(Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) cou-

pled to a degasser (Gastorr TG-14, Flom Co., Ltd,

Tokyo, Japan), an 1100-series isocratic pump (Agilent

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), a 1260 ALS

series autosampler (Agilent), a multi-angle light

scattering (MALS) detector (Dawn Heleos-II, Wyatt)

with a laser at 661 nm and an online DLS detector at a

scattering angle of 99.9� (Wyatt QELS, Wyatt).

Fractionation and characterization were conducted

for the CNCD-1 suspension using a mobile phase ionic

strength of 1 mmol/L NaCl.

Using a previously developed AF4 method

(Mukherjee and Hackley 2017), two fractionated

samples were collected from identically prepared

CNC suspensions (CNCD-1), both representing frac-

tion 1 obtained at a retention time of (4 to 8) min:

CNC-F1A (a replicate of sample ‘‘B3-F1’’ from our

previous work (Chen et al. 2020)) and CNC-F1B

(prepared and collected & 4 months later). Uncer-

tainties reported for mean rod length, root mean square

radius and hydrodynamic radius based on MALS

analysis represent the standard deviation of the mean

for data points across a peak or fraction.

Atomic force microscopy

Two types of CNC samples, CNCD-1 suspension and

AF4 fractions CNC-F1A and B, were deposited on

poly-L-lysine (PLL) coated mica for AFM imaging.

For CNCD-1, a 2% mass fraction sonicated suspension

was diluted 500-fold, vortex-mixed for 5 s, and spin-

coated on a freshly prepared PLL-coated mica

substrate using a previously reported method (Jakubek

et al. 2018). Briefly, a freshly cleaved mica substrate

(diameter 12 mm, Ted Pella, Redding, CA, USA) was

coated with 0.01% mass fraction PLL solution

(Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada) to provide a

positively charged surface. A 25 lL aliquot of PLL

solution was added onto the mica substrate, which was

then covered with a petri dish for 15 min. The mica

substrate was rinsed with water 5 times and dried in a

nitrogen stream. For spin coating, 30 lL of the freshly

diluted CNCD-1 suspension was pipetted onto the

center of the freshly prepared PLL-mica substrate,

which was vacuum mounted onto a spin coater (WS-

650SZ-6NPP/LITE, Laurell Technologies, North

Wales, PA, USA). The CNCD-1 suspension covered

most of the substrate. The spin coating was performed

immediately using static mode at 4000 rpm (66.7 Hz)

for 25 s, with an acceleration rate of 2000 rpm/s (33.3

Hz/s). The same AFM sample preparation was used

for fractionated CNC samples without co-deposited

AuNPs (Fig. S1).

For the fractionated samples with co-deposited

AuNPs, 140 lL aliquots of CNC-F1A and B

(& 0.001% mass fraction) were each premixed with

35 lL of 15-fold diluted AuNPs-10 (EM.GC10, mean

diameter 9.1 nm, BBI Solutions, Crumlin, UK) and 35

lL of 20-fold diluted AuNPs-5 (EM.GC5, mean

diameter 5.8 nm, provided by the supplier, BBI

Solutions). Then, 50 lL of the mixture of CNC and

AuNPs was pipetted onto a PLL coated mica substrate

(similar as for CNCD-1), which was covered with a

petri dish for 5 min. The sample was immersed in

water to remove excess CNC/AuNPs and immediately

dried in a nitrogen stream. This sample preparation

method gives an appropriate number and distribution

1 The identification of any commercial product or trade name

does not imply endorsement or recommendation by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology or the National Research

Council Canada.
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of co-deposited AuNPs and CNCs. Note that the spin

coating method described above gives more uniform

CNC dispersion for CNCD-1, but is not suitable for

fractionated samples with codeposited AuNPs.

CNC samples were imaged using a MultiMode

AFM with a NanoScope V controller (Bruker Nano

Surfaces Division, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) in

PeakForce QNM mode using an open loop scanner.

The noise level of PeakForce QNM mode is &
0.1 nm, as measured from an AFM image with zero

scan size. The use of PeakForce imaging facilitates

stable and reproducible use of low (down to 10 pN)

imaging force. Silicon nitride ScanAsyst-Air AFM

probes (Bruker AFM Probes, Camarillo, CA, USA)

were used in all AFM imaging. The manufacturer

specified nominal tip radius and spring constants are

2 nm and 0.4 N/m, respectively, with three tip slopes:

front angle of (15 ± 2.5)�, back angle of (25 ± 2.5)�
and side angle of (17.5 ± 2.5)�. For a tip radius of 2 nm

and a slope value of 25� the minimum particle radius

that can be used to characterize the tip is 1.3 nm. The

maximum possible tip radius provided by the manu-

facture is 12 nm, which with a slope value of 25� yields

a minimum particle radius of 7.8 nm (Ramirez-

Aguilar and Rowlen 1998). Therefore, both 5 nm

and 10 nm AuNPs are necessary for the full charac-

terization of AFM probes and to obtain accurate values

of the CNC width from AFM images. A series of

(1 9 1) lm images were acquired with a resolution of

(1024 9 1024) pixels at a scan rate of (0.7 to 0.8) Hz.

The AFM was calibrated for x, y and z directions at

regular intervals using one or more of the following

calibration grids: STS3-180P, STS3-440P, STS3-

1000P and STS3-1800 (VLSI Standards Inc, Milpitas,

CA, USA).

All AFM images were processed in Gwyddion 2.53

with align rows-median to remove skipping lines. The

images were flattened with first order leveling exclud-

ing masked CNCs and AuNPs, after confirming that

first and eleventh order flattening gave the same

measured height. As reported previously (Jakubek

et al. 2018; Bushell et al. 2020), the length and height

for all individual CNC particles in each image were

measured. Adjacent particles were only analyzed if the

separation between them was clearly visible. Particles

touching an edge of the image, clustered particles and

particles with imaging artifacts were excluded. Origin

Pro was used for descriptive statistics. Particle size

distributions are reported as the arithmetic mean and

standard deviation as a measure of distribution width.

Uncertainties are estimated as the 95% confidence

interval calculated from the standard error of the mean

with a coverage factor of 2. Additional uncertainty

components for factors such as calibration and back-

ground flatness have not been included.

Results

Initially, we examined an unfractionated sample of

CNC using low imaging force (200 pN–400 pN) and a

smaller (nominal) tip radius than in our earlier work

using conventional tapping mode AFM on a different

microscope (Jakubek et al. 2018). The image in Fig. 1a

shows a mixture of individual CNCs and small clusters

or aggregates; individual CNCs can be clearly

resolved in some of the aggregates. Individual CNCs

were analyzed using our previous criteria for particle

selection (Jakubek et al. 2018). Analysis of multiple

images provide a mean CNC height and uncertainty

expressed as the 95% confidence interval of (3.3 ±

0.1) nm with a distribution width of 1.0 nm (calculated

as the standard deviation) and a mean length of (67 ±

3) nm with a distribution width of 23 nm (n = 364). The

particle size distribution is illustrated in Fig. 1b as a 2D

kernel density plot. The mean height is the same

within the estimated uncertainty as our previous result

(mean height of (3.4 ± 0.1) nm) which was based on

analysis of a larger number (1567) of particles from

multiple samples imaged with a larger AFM tip radius

(nominal value of 8 nm, HQ:XSC11 AL BS). The

similar heights measured in the two experiments

support our previous conclusion that compression by

the AFM tip at the imaging force used contributes at

most 0.19 nm to the uncertainty in measured height;

this means that compression of the CNCs by the AFM

tip cannot account for the observed difference between

TEM width and AFM height (Jakubek et al. 2018).

The ability to image reproducibly at low applied force

improves the image quality and allows acquisition of

multiple AFM images without significant tip wear and

the resulting deterioration of image quality. Note that

our previous studies demonstrated that high imaging

force leads to compression of particles and a lower

measured height; see Fig. 6 (Chen et al. 2020).

Having established that imaging at low applied

force with nominally smaller tip size gave similar

results to our previous CNC imaging, we next imaged
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CNC samples that were fractionated by AF4. We

imaged the first fraction collected by AF4 (CNC-F1A)

which previous work had shown to contain the lowest

percentage of clustered CNCs (Chen et al. 2020). This

sample had an estimated length of 111 ± 10 nm from

the MALS detector signal (Fig. S1) using the rod

model and was in good agreement with results (113 ±

12 nm) for a replicate sample prepared at the same

elution fraction time in the previous study. Fig. S1

shows an AFM image for this sample obtained by

PeakForce QNM AFM imaging with a similar sample

preparation (30 lL of CNC-F1A); the particle density

and the number of clusters/aggregates is much lower

than for the unfractionated sample (Fig. 1). To check

for reproducibility, a second fractionated sample

(CNC-F1B) prepared using the same AF4 method,

gave a rod length of (108 ± 18) nm based on MALS,

although the fractogram (Fig. 2a) showed some

differences in later fractions compared to sample

CNC-F1A. The AFM images for CNC-F1B (Fig. 2b,

c) illustrate the ability to resolve two laterally

aggregated particles. The height profiles (Fig. 2c)

show two CNC particles with heights of & 4.6 nm and

& 4.2 nm for profiles #1 and #2, respectively. Their

corresponding apparent widths are & 17 nm and

& 18 nm. Small dips on the height profiles indicate

that the separation between the two particles is just at

the limit of the AFM resolution.

Fractionated CNC was co-deposited with two sizes

of AuNPs with nominal diameters of 5 nm and 10 nm.

Fig. 3a shows a representative image obtained for

CNC-F1B, with a cross-section illustrating the small

and large AuNPs along with an individual CNC. Note

the relatively low fraction of clustered CNCs com-

pared to the image in Fig. 1a for the unfractionated

sample. The first sample, CNC-F1A (a replicate

prepared during the previous study (Chen et al.

2020)), yielded similar results.

Prior to measuring CNC height and width for the

fractionated samples, we measured both heights and

widths of the co-deposited AuNPs in order to estimate

the tip radius. With two sizes of AuNPs, we can select

certain sizes of AuNPs for the estimation of the AFM

tip radius (Rtip); the remainder of the AuNPs can be

used for internal validation of the AFM tip radius.

Assuming a spherical shape2 for the AuNPs and

minimal compression of the AuNPs by the AFM tip,

one can estimate the AFM tip radius (Vesenka et al.

1993; Maeda 1997; Canet-Ferrer et al. 2014) using

Eq. 1, with a tip radius (Rtip) less than or comparable to

the height (HAu) of AuNPs.

Rtip ¼
W2

exp Au

8HAu

ð1Þ

HAu and particle width (Wexp_Au) values were

measured from the cross-section profiles of each

individual AuNP. Four cross-section profiles sepa-

rated by 45� angles were drawn across the maximum

height of a given AuNP and the average value was

calculated for both height and width (Fig. 3b). The

height was measured as the difference between the

vertical maximum of each profile, ignoring any single

point spikes, and the adjacent background. An average

background level was determined to account for the
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Fig. 1 PeakForce QNM

AFM imaging of CNCD-1

(a) and the 2D-Kernel

density plot showing the

height and length particle

size distribution (b)

2 High resolution TEM images of AuNPs typically show that

the particles are slightly asymmetric (Rice et al. 2013), although

this is not evident from the AFM images of the AuNPs used

here. Measuring particle diameter as the average of 4 cross

sections will average any systematic errors due to particle

asymmetry.
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noise due to the PLL coating. For the width measure-

ment, the slopes defined by the first few points that

deviate from the background level on either side of the

profile were extrapolated to intersect the background

level. The distance between the two intersection points

was measured to give the width. AuNPs that are

touching, on the edge of the AFM image, or visually

non-spherical/distorted were excluded. First, we arbi-

trarily selected AuNPs with heights of less than 8 nm

for the estimation of the AFM tip radii. In total, 139

AuNPs (\8 nm) were analyzed from all images for the

2 samples, which resulted in an average tip size for

each of the 20 AFM images ranging from (4 to 7) nm,

see Fig. 3c. Note that multiple tips were used for these

experiments.

To validate the above approach, WCal Au for 133

AuNPs (C 8 nm) was then calculated using Eq. 2.

WCal Au is the calculated width of AuNPs after

accounting for the AFM tip broadening.

WCal Au ¼ WExp Au � ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8 � Rtip � HAu

p

� HAu)

ð2Þ

Assuming minimum compression of the particles

during the AFM measurements, the ratio of WCal Au

and HAu represents the aspect ratio of the AuNPs ([
8 nm), which is shown in Fig. 4a. The aspect ratio

values for these 133 AuNPs (C 8 nm) mainly fall

within the 0.8–1.3 range (mean of 1.02 with a standard

deviation of 0.14). This indicates that the assumption

of spherical AuNPs (Eq. 1) does not introduce a large

error for estimation of the tip radius. A similar result

B  C

A  

Fig. 2 AF4 fractogram (a) and AFM image (b) for sample CNC-F1B with cross-sections (c) for the two marked features in the AFM

image
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can be obtained by replacing Eq. 2 with equations that

do not assume spherical AuNPs (see Supplementary

Material text and Fig. S2).

The same approach was repeated using AuNPs (C

8 nm) from the same images for estimation of the

AFM tip radius. The ratios of WCal Au and HAu of

AuNPs (\8 nm) mainly fall within the 0.6–1.4 range

(Fig. 4b), which is slightly broader than the results

using AuNPs (\ 8 nm) for the AFM tip estimation.

Nevertheless, the mean aspect ratio is 0.97 with a
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Fig. 3 Representative AFM image of CNC-F1B with co-

deposited AuNPs (a) and a cross-section showing two sizes of

AuNPs and an individual CNC (b); AFM tip radii (c) estimated

from two sizes of AuNPs, \ 8 nm (red squares) and C 8 nm

(black circles). The AFM tip radii are in units of nm with error

bars of standard deviation and are for all images for CNC-F1A

and CNC-F1B
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standard deviation of 0.18, similar to the result

obtained from Fig. 4a.

The AFM tip radius calculated from the AuNP

measurements described above was then used to

calculate the CNC width. We initially applied the

surface reconstruction method in Gwyddion to decon-

volute the AFM images. The average tip radius

obtained for all AuNPs in a specific image was used

for the deconvolution of that image. This was an

attempt to directly extract the height and width values

of CNC from the deconvoluted AFM images. How-

ever, it was found that the surface reconstruction

method altered the CNC height by & (0.5–1) nm

(Fig. S3), possibly due to the algorithm and models

used in this method. To overcome the complexity of

the modeling/calculating algorithm used in the Gwyd-

dion surface reconstruction, we measured height

(HCNC) and width (Wexp_CNC) values for individual

CNCs and then accounted for AFM tip convolution

effects using the two internal calibration AuNPs. The

height and width of individual CNCs are measured

from a single transverse profile at the maximum CNC

width (Fig. 5a), perpendicular to its long axis.

Assuming a square or rectangular shape as suggested

by models of the primary crystallites of wood pulp

CNCs (Moon et al. 2011; Uhlig et al. 2016), the

calculated width of CNCs (WCal_CNC) can be deter-

mined using Eq. 3 (Goken and Kempf 1999; Canet-

Ferrer et al. 2014):

WCal CNC ¼ Wexp CNC � 2 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2RtipHCNC � H2
CNC

q

ð3Þ

Thus, the ratios between calculated width and

measured height values can be used to determine the

symmetry of the CNC cross section.

The above procedure was repeated for the two

fractionated CNC samples. The results are summa-

rized as histograms of WCal_CNC/HCNC for the com-

bined set of 307 CNCs using the\8 nm AuNPs and C

8 nm AuNPs for estimating the tip radius (Fig. 5b, c).

The data based on the two estimates of tip radius are

not significantly different at the 0.05 level as assessed

by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for similarity of the

two distributions. However, there are small differ-

ences between samples CNC-F1A and CNC-F1B as

shown in Fig. S4, which provides histograms for

calculated width and height for the two fractionated

samples and the combined sample. Although the same

mean height is obtained for the two samples, the

calculated width varies, with mean values of (5.8 ±

0.5) nm and (4.4 ± 0.3) nm for CNC-F1A and CNC-
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Fig. 5 AFM image (a) for

CNC-F1B showing CNCs

selected for width and height

measurements; (b, c) Ratio

of height/width for the

combined data set for the

fractionated CNC samples

measured using AuNPs with

heights of C 8 nm and\8

nm, respectively
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F1B, respectively. The measured lengths (Fig. S5) are

similar for the two samples, in agreement with MALS

data collected during the AF4 fractionation, which

gives similar length estimates for CNC-F1A and CNC-

F1B (111 ± 10 nm and 108 ± 18 nm, respectively).

Note that changes in the CNC dimensions for the two

AF4 samples may reflect one or more of the following:

small variations in the initial CNC suspensions used

for fractionation (which were prepared in different

laboratories); differences in AF4 separation condi-

tions; the length of storage time for the fractionated

samples (CNC-F1A was used several months after

preparation whereas CNC-F1B was used within sev-

eral weeks); and assumptions required for estimation

of the tip radius and calculation of the CNC width.

Since both samples showed that the CNC width was

considerably larger than height, further discussion

focuses on the combined data set for the two samples.

The width/height ratio for fractionated CNC sam-

ples (Fig. 5) varies over a relatively wide range

compared to the measurements for the AuNPs. Most of

the CNCs have their wider side (long axis in the

cartoon in Fig. 6) adsorbed to the PLL-coated mica

substrate (width/height[1) while a minority (&31%,

width/height \1) have their shorter side adhering to

the substrate. The calculated width/height ratios were

converted to an aspect ratio for the CNC cross-section

(AR, defined as the ratio of the larger value and the

smaller value of the calculated width and measured

height,) which is displayed as a histogram in Fig. S6. A

fraction (&28%) of the measured CNCs have an

approximately symmetric cross-section, defined as an

aspect ratio between 1 and 1.4 and & 62% have aspect

ratios between 1.4 and 3.4.

The correlation between calculated CNC width and

height is shown in the scatter plot in Fig. 6; the AuNPs

with heights C 8 nm were used to estimate the CNC

width and the equivalent plot using AuNPs with

heights\ 8 nm (Fig. S7) shows very similar results.

The color coded data points and lines with three slope

values indicate that there are at least three populations

of CNCs: particles for which height and width are

similar, red points, slope of &1), particles for which

the calculated width is [ 2 times the height (black,

slope of &2) and particles for which the measured

width is less than the height (black, slope &0.5). The

latter correspond to CNCs for which the short cross

sectional axis is adsorbed to the PLL-coated mica

surface. Note that there are also a few CNCs with

measured widths of 3–4 times the height. The plot in

Fig. 6 indicates that most of the particles with

calculated widths \ 1.5 nm adsorb with their short

axis on the substrate. This is unlikely on a statistical

basis and may reflect larger errors in the estimation of

small CNC width values. In addition, it has been

suggested that the orientation of CNC hydroxyl groups

relative to the crystalline plane creates two sides that

are more polar than the other two (Uhlig et al. 2016).

Preferential interactions between the more polar side

of the crystal and the substrate may contribute to

orientation of the particles on the surface.

Slope = 2

Slope = 1

Slope = 0.5

Fig. 6. Cartoon (left) illustrating the short and long axis for the

CNC cross-section. Scatter plot (right) showing the correlation

between calculated width and measured height for fractionated

CNCs (combined data set for CNC-F1A and CNC-F1B). CNCs

with calculated width/height ratios between 0.7 and 1.4 are

shown in red. The solid lines are a visual aid to illustrate the

correlation between width and height for the different CNC

populations. AuNPs with heights C 8 nm were used to calculate

CNC widths
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Discussion and conclusions

AFM measurements of AuNPs as internal calibration

standards were employed for in situ measurements of

AFM tip radius, facilitating calculation of the CNC

width. The use of fractionated CNC samples with a

low number of clustered CNCs was essential for the

success of these measurements. These experiments

also took advantage of the improved AFM image

quality with low applied force and small (nominal) tip

radius and used two sizes of AuNPs to cover the range

of possible tip geometries and provide internal vali-

dation of the method for estimating the tip radius. The

results indicate that there is a population of CNCs that

has an approximately symmetrical cross-section

whereas the remainder have one axis of the cross-

section that is 2–3 times longer than the other. Both

AFM and TEM have been widely used to measure

CNC size; both methods provide length data, with

TEM providing an estimate of cross-section based on

particle width and AFM providing particle height

(Moon et al. 2011; Foster et al. 2018; ISO

19716:2016). Most published studies have not con-

sidered possible differences between cross-section

measurements obtained from the two methods, an

observation that may reflect the challenges of obtain-

ing both cross sectional dimensions with a single

microscopy method.

Early models for the elementary fibrils of plant-

derived CNCs were based on a 6 9 6 array of polymer

chains assembled during biosynthesis by a rosette-

shaped terminal enzyme complex with six-fold sym-

metry (Brown 1996; Moon et al. 2011). Individual

fibrils were postulated to have a square geometry with

dimensions that range between 3 nm and 5 nm; the

estimates were typically based on X-ray diffraction

data and varied for different studies and different types

of plant-derived CNCs (Hamad and Hu 2010; Jiang

et al. 2010; Fernandes et al. 2011). By contrast,

polymer chains in other (non-plant) based sources

(e.g., tunicates and bacteria) are assembled to yield

rectangular, ribbon-like structures that are presumably

determined by the linear structure of the terminal

complex used in biosynthesis. More recent studies

provide a range of estimates for the number of subunits

in plant-based fibrils produced by the terminal enzyme

complex (Fernandes et al. 2011; Wang and Hong

2016). Estimates vary from 18 to 36 subunits with

various geometries, including diamond, parallelogram

and hexagonal arrangements. For example, fibrils with

a diamond geometry with dimensions of 3.2 nm and

3.9 nm or a rectangular geometry with dimensions of

3.2 nm and 3.1 nm were proposed based on X-ray

scattering and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)

data of softwood samples (Fernandes et al. 2011).

Regardless of the number of possible geometries,

various studies using X-ray scattering, solid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and SANS all

indicate that the cross-sectional dimensions of plant-

derived cellulose elementary fibrils fall within the

range of (3–5) nm, with differences of (20–30)% in the

two cross-sectional dimensions.

To date there are relatively few studies that have

attempted to correlate cross-sectional width and height

for the same sample for wood and other plant-derived

CNCs. As noted in the introduction, AFM and TEM

measurements of cotton-derived CNCs indicate a

rectangular cross-section that is attributed to aggrega-

tion of individual crystallites. Similar results have been

reported for CNCs prepared from sulfuric acid hydrol-

ysis of switchgrass (Meng et al. 2017). By contrast, a

study on wood-pulp CNCs used a deconvolution

method similar to that described above to obtain

AFM height and width measurements that were similar

(6.4 nm and 7.8 nm for height and width, respectively)

(Postek et al. 2011). An electron tomography study

provided evidence that the three-dimensional structure

of CNCs produced from filter paper has a rectangular

cross-section (5–10 nm and 18–40 nm, for the long and

short axes, respectively) although the low sensitivity

and potential beam damage makes this a challenging

experiment (Majoinen et al. 2014). The latter two

studies appear to be the only examples in which both

cross-sectional dimensions have been obtained at the

single particle level using a single method (rather than

using a different sub-sample and imaging method for

each dimension). However, it is worth noting that in

both cases the dimensions of the particles are larger

than the primary crystallite measurements from other

techniques, indicating that the CNC samples contained

particles with multiple crystallites.

The mean height of 3.3 nm measured here for the

fractionated CNCs is consistent with the expected

dimensions of the primary fibrils produced by the

enzyme complex. The calculated widths indicate that

& 28% of the CNCs have aspect ratios that are

approximately symmetric and & 63% have aspect

ratios in the range of 1.4–3.4 (Fig. 6). The results are
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similar for two independently prepared fractionated

samples. The considerably longer dimensions for the

width cross-section could be due to several factors.

First, as noted above, recent models for the elementary

fibrils postulate at most a small degree of asymmetry

which cannot account for particles with an aspect ratio

between 2 and 3. Strong lateral aggregation of CNCs

that is promoted by hydrogen bonding is a second

possibility and is consistent with some literature

reports. For example, SANS measurements of CNCs

indicate that lateral aggregation of CNCs occurs in a

concentration-dependent manner (Uhlig et al. 2016)

and depends on ionic strength (Cherhal et al. 2015).

TEM sample preparation has been suggested to lead to

aggregates, in some cases induced by staining that is

necessary to achieve adequate image contrast for size

measurements (Kaushik et al. 2014). An alternate

possibility is that the individual CNC particles are

composed of multiple primary crystallites, as sug-

gested in other studies (Elazzouzi-Hafraoui et al.

2008). We conclude that lateral aggregation of parti-

cles and the presence of multiple crystallites in what

appear to be individual CNC particles both contribute

to the large asymmetry in cross-section. It should be

noted that the presence of laterally aggregated parti-

cles is always accompanied by the presence of

unstructured clusters of CNCs for unfractionated

samples. Finally, the relatively broad particle size

distributions measured for both height and width make

it difficult to distinguish between the various models

that have been proposed for CNC structures.
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